AutoDome Easy II

Get high-performance PTZ surveillance
at a perfect price

When a fixed minidome doesn’t offer all the features you need and a traditional PTZ camera entails
more security – and cost – than you want, Bosch’s AutoDome Easy II is the perfect solution. Bridging
the price and feature gap between fixed minidomes and PTZ dome cameras, AutoDome Easy II
provides the full coverage of a PTZ dome and the superior image quality you expect from Bosch –
in a small, cost-effective package.
Combining a high-performance pan/tilt controller, compact minidome housing and state-of-the-art
autofocus zoom camera, AutoDome Easy II delivers effective, discreet indoor video surveillance.

AutoDome Easy II is an ideal fit for
enhancing security at many locations:
 Small retail and convenience stores
 K-12 and college campuses
 Office spaces
 Banks
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You don’t
need to pay
a big price
to get these
big benefits
Discreet monitoring
AutoDome Easy II is 70% smaller than
standard PTZ domes and 20% smaller
than other compact domes.
Maximum surveillance for less
AutoDome Easy II provides as much
coverage as fixed domes, so you can
monitor a larger area with fewer
cameras.

Flexibility
Numerous user-definable preset
positions permit viewing of critical
monitoring areas with the touch of a
button. Versatile camera tours
facilitate hands-free, automated
surveillance. Privacy masks provide
superior masking of sensitive areas.
Durability
A ruggedized, vandal-resistant design
ensures critical surveillance in the
toughest environments.
Reliability
Bosch has subjected AutoDome
Easy II to the industry’s most
comprehensive and demanding
endurance tests to ensure years of
reliable operation. The camera comes
standard with an industry-leading
3-year warranty.

Did you know?
AutoDome Easy II is equipped with
Bosch’s revolutionary Bilinx
communication technology, which lets
you control AutoDome Easy II, receive
alarms and adjust camera and dome
configuration settings remotely over
the video cable for simplified
installation.

Outstanding picture quality
High-resolution imaging produces
clear, crisp video while an extended
zoom range captures more detail. High
sensitivity delivers high-quality color
images in low-light conditions.

Mounting Options

Features at a glance
Feature

Benefit

70% smaller than standard dome

Implement discreet monitoring – even in the busiest environments

120x extended zoom range

See more of the scene without sacrificing image detail

530TVL resolution

Get sharper, more detailed images that enable positive identification

High sensitivity down to 1.0 lux

Capture clear color images despite low-light conditions

99 user-definable preset positions

Reposition the camera to monitor critical areas with one touch of a button

360˚ continuous pan

Monitor a larger area with fewer cameras at lower cost

Manual pan speeds up to 120˚/sec

Accurately track fast-moving objects

Up to 12 privacy masks

Mask sensitive areas for even more security

Surface, recessed, wall and pipe mounting options

Mount the camera to nearly any surface to obtain the surveillance level you need

Vandal-resistant bubble and aluminum housing

Get continuous surveillance in the toughest environments

3-year warranty

Trust an industry-leading 3-year warranty

Put the performance and benefits of AutoDome Easy IP to work for you.
Contact your local Bosch representative or call 1-866-CCTV-REP for a product demonstration.
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